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IN the early twentieth century, when the disci

pline of anthropology was emerging as the study

ofdiverse human societies and cultures, Branislow

Malinowski) often called the 'father' ofcontempo

rary ethnographic research, chose an archipelago

ofsmall islands off the eastern coast ofPapua New

Guinea to undertake his research) and pioneer the

new methodology of 'participant observation'.

The choice of small islands in relatively remote

parts of the Pacific was not fortuitous, as it was

assumed that such small islands) because of their

relative isolation over time) would provide perfect

'laboratories' of ,untouched' or 'intact' cultures.

This came to be the dominant trend for the early

investigators into 'human cultures~ who were in

deed rewarded for their ventures into the islands

of the Pacific) where they found a remarkable di

versity of languages and cultural practices. How

ever) the assumption that somehow islands offered

a 'natural' boundary for delineating supposed 'in

tact cultures' quickly began to fall apart. Instead]

it became apparent that cultural and linguistic af

finities exist that link small land masses spanning

the thousands of miles of the turbulent Pacific

Ocean, and that these affinities stretch far back in

time. The islands of the Pacific Ocean, as it turned

out, far from being 'natural incubators' of coher

ent cultural entities) were very much focal places)

or crossroads) of manifold human interactions.

Tim Curtis) UNESCO Bangkok Office) Thailand

In the Caribbean as well as the Indian Ocean the

historical context that led to the remarkable di

versity of contemporary populations was marked

primarily by the traumatic experiences of the

slave trade and maritime warfare. The main ex

ceptions to this are Madagascar and Comoro)

where the cultural complexity in evidence today

predates the era of European expansion. This is in

marked contrast to the Caribbean, where the local

indigenous population was virtually annihilated.

In both of these regions the islands saw peoples

from various parts ofAfrica) Asia and Europe co~

habit in small terrestrial spaces through a complex

network of social) political and economic interac

tions) thereby giving rise to new cultural forms.

Here again) the islands were sites of intense social

and cultural interaction exchanges, often both

violent and oppressive.

Small islands have thus long been crossroads of

human cultural interaction) rather than isolated

or self-enclosed communities) as may be imag~

ined by their 'insularity'. This notion of cross

roads) therefore, draws on the historical situation

ofmany Small Island Developing States, or SIDS,

which for different reasons seemed to become

'encounter points' for different human popula

tions and the cultures they embodied. These in

clude issues related to geography (islands natu

rally served as crossroads during the times when
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In Kiribati you kn 'e you if they heiR you to dance

CHOREOGRAPHING OCEANIA

Katerina Martina Teaiwa, AustraliarJ Natiollal UlJiversity, Canberra) Australia

Teweianki Teaero, 2006

This chapter l focuses on dance and culture in

relation to the Small Island Developing States

(SIDS) concept in Oceania. Here} I situate the

contemporary Pacific within an inter-regional

and historical context} explore the significance of

dance and performance to Pacific communities,

reflect on the development of the Oceania Cen

tre for Arts and Culture, and identify strategies

for integrating dance into policies for supporting

cultural industries in Oceania.2

The Pacific Islands represent about 20 per cent

of the world's distinct languages amongst a

population of over 12 million people (including

New Zealand and PNG) excluding Australia) on

1 per cent of the world's land. As a region} the Pa

cific likely has the highest ratio of cultural and lin

guistic diversity per capita, and while the islands

are small} the ocean covers one third of the globe.

The term 'Ocianique' or 'Oceania' was once fairly

inclusive but today primarily refers to Australia

and the groups conceptually organized by French

explorer Dumont d'Urville in 1832 as Polynesia

('many' islands) in the east and south, Micronesia

('small' islands) in the central and northwest, and

Melanesia ('black' islands) in the western Pacific.

Oceania} thus refers to all the Pacific Islands} but

also includes Pacific diasporas within the region

and communities extending from Australia and

New Zealand to Canada, the US, the UK, the

Middle East and Europe. While d'Urville"s terms

have problematic origins they have been adopted

by people in both the islands and diaspora as

meaningful ways of describing wider and fluid

cultural identities.

Dance is a umdamental vehicle of cultural expres

sion throughout Oceania. As is the case for indig

enous groups worldwide, Pacific peoples have car

ried and passed on their knowledge for millennia

through oral} visual and embodied traditions. Per

formance arts embody spiritual} political} social}

economic and aesthetic values and practices. As

Adrienne Kaeppler writes}

... dal/ce is /lot Ollly i/'nporta/'lt a/ld ltIorthy ofstudy

for its 011111 sakc} bllt is cqually [mIll ablejar what it

can tell liS about social change and cllltural histOly.

1993,96

While art is very low on the sustainable develop

ment agenda for most island countries, much can

be learned about Pacific peoples} their histories

and contemporary experiences by paying atten

tion to indigenous dances and body movements,

and how these change over time.

Dance} music} architecture and other arts have al

ways functioned as primary vehicles for creating,

recording} sharing and transforming knowledge.
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Islands as Crossroads

These aesthetic forms reflect codes for conduct

and responsibility, provide the glue for social

cohesion, and mediate relations between the hu

man} spiritual and ancestral realms. While the ad

vent of colonialism, Christianity and written text

- from as early as the sixteenth century in Guam,

to as late as the twentieth century in the highlands

of Papua New Guinea - altered the style and con

tent of dance and music in some islands, these

continued to function as the most visible mark

ers of local and national identities. Today} in both

the islands and the diaspora, cultural dances also

build self-esteem and instil pride in performers

and audiences, particularly in the younger genera~

tions, who exist at the nexus of competing local)

national and global forces (Teaiwa, 2005).

Artistic practices in Oceania usually exist within

state environments where culture and the arts

reside on the lowest of priority scales due to

their very 'lived' nature. Officially} culture is of

ten present in rhetoric and adds colour to formal

ceremonies; however} it does not always con

cretely or strategically manifest itself in national

or regional economic and political policies and

plans. But there are exceptions: the highly val

ued tourism sector in which island culture is

perceived largely as service or entertainment for

visitors; the Kingdom of Tonga} where 'culture'

in the form of the monarchy dominates political

and economic life; and where the Fa'a Samoa

(the Samoan way), which shapes Samoan society

both at home and abroad. For everyday people

across the islands, dance, music, ceremonies and

local languages are some of the primary ways in
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which they continue to express their highly val

ued heritage.

111e Teaero epigraph to this chapter reflects the spe

cial relationship between dance and human society

in the islands ofKiribati in the central Pacific. With

the exception ofthe raised atoll ofBanaba} these low

lying atolls are at the centre ofcurrent debates con·

cerning the dangers of sea level rise in the Pacific.

As environmental and other material resources are

limited in Kiribati, artistic energies are often chan

nelled into maritime skills, music and the art of the

moving body (see Whincup, 2002). Kiribati dance

is extremely difficult to master and there are wel1

understood grades of skill and virtuosity within a

healthy and diverse environment of informal, tra

ditional} contemporary and competitive dance. In

Kiribati, all manner of movement is passionately

performed, from the traditional sitting dance te

bino to Bollywood dance (Teaiwa, 2007a).

Limited scholarship exists on music and dance in

the Pacific, with the majority of work produced

by ethnomusicologists focusing on traditional in

digenous genres.3 Study of the capacity of Pacific

peoples to incorporate, re~fashion and re~produce

introduced choreographies and sounds, is a lim

ited but slowly growing field of research. There is

also little appreciation of the fact that what we un

derstand as 'traditional' is the result of exchanges

and movements over hundreds of years of peo~

pies, ideas, materials} sounds and choreographies

across Oceania - a distance that covers almost one

third ofthe planet's surface.4 Even less is Imown or

understood of the artistic forms of production of

the Pacific communities in the diaspora, although

museums such as Te Papa Tongarewa and popular

journals such as Spasifik Magazine do strong work

in this area for the New Zealand context.

The evolution of culture across the vast and di

verse Pacific has been a core stream of the dis

cipline of anthropology. Early scholarship was

heavily shaped by a perception of Pacific peoples

as rooted and static, with each island providing

a perfect laboratory for analysis. Pacific dance

practices often archive historical and cultural in

formation through the moving, and sometimes

travelling body} and the process can be difficult to

document if scholars themselves do not possess

the literary, musical or choreographic background

to grasp the significance of these practices. The few

with the appropriate skills include notable schol

ars Adrienne Kaeppler and Amy Ku'uleialoha

Stillman. With a dearth of scholarship on dance,

however, the translation} of Pacific performative

arts into a language of relevance to the studies

of nation or region building} or to contemporary

poUtical and economic participation in the global

marketplace, is still very slow to develop.

Despite these limits, local and regional dance fes

tivals have become major cultural and economic

opportunities for showcasing performing arts

(Teaiwa, 200S). These festivals are growing fast

both within the islands and the overseas diaspora

(see, for example, the Culture Moves Programme,

200S). Festivals in the diaspora are often marked

by the term 'Pasifika' - the Polynesian pronun

ciation of 'Pacific: This was first used formally in

Choreographing Oceonio •

New Zealand to distinguish the minority Pacific

Islander populations} who comprised migrants

primarily from Samoa} Tonga, the Cook Islands,

Tokelau, Niue, Fiji} Kiribati and Tuvalu. Today,

the annual Pasifika Festival is a showcase ofPacific

music} dance, food and art, and constitutes one of

the biggest cultural gatherings in the region. The

great economic benefits of such a gathering are

not lost on the host city ofAuckland.

Every four years, the nations of the Pacific gather

for two weeks in a host country for the regional

Festival of Pacific Arts. In addition to music and

dance performance} there are displays and discus

sions on the visual and literary arts} navigation and

canoe building, indigenous sports, museum cura

torship and development, artist networks and al

liance building, as well as the latest developments

in fashion and textiles. Pacific countries take great

pride in their participation in this forum} but its

impact in the home islands in terms of govern

ment policy remains low. At the 2004 festival} the

difference between New Zealand's investment in

the arts - a priority under the Helen Clark gov

ernment - stood in stark contrast to that of other

nations: a contingent ofover a hundred Maori and

Pacific artists from New Zealand were flown in on

a specially commissioned jet while many artists

from other countries arrived by a very slow boat.

Islands of globalization

Ifthe Pacific is often seen by scholars as indigenous

and static, the Caribbean is frequently perceived
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in almost the opposite terms, that is, diasporic)

dynamic and profoundly shaped by a history of

slavery. 1hese opposing perceptions emphasize

the differences, rather than the similarities be

tween the island regions, and potentially exclude

the indigenous element in the Caribbean and the

diaspora in the Pacific.

A Caribbean scholar noted that the ways in which

people move their bodies in any given time belies

the diversity and layering ofrelationships between

people) travelling ideas) various landscapes) and

the sea (see Benitez-Rojo, 1996: 10). For exam

ple, if you observe closely the dance movements

ofa group ofyoung men in a popular nightclub on

any given Saturday in Suva, Honiara, Port Mores

by, Korol' or Vila) you might consider the massive

impact of reggae in the Pacific.

In 2003, scholars at the University of Hawai'i at

Manoa and the East-West Centre in Honolulu

began a collaborative research and instructional

project entitled Islands of Glohalization (lOG), in

an attempt to foster direct intellectual and artistic

exchanges between the Caribbean and Pacific. The

project, funded by the Ford Foundation) sought to

understand the origins, nature and consequences

ofglobalization from the perspective ofsmall island

societies) and in the context ofchanging notions of

'islandness: lOG initiated pedagogical) policy and

popular projects targeted at diverse audiences, in~

cluding a postgraduate course, a public film series,

a pedagogy workshop, a literary festival) several

exchanges of scholars between the Caribbean and

Pacific involving visits to Fiji, Hawai'i,Jamaica and
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the Dominican Republic} Pacific participation in

the Caribbean Studies Association Conference,

and a special issue of the Journal ojSocial and Eco

nomic Studies (Lewis et aI, 2007).5

The project exemplified the possibilities oflearning

between island regions. It enabled an understand

ing of how each space was carved out) initially by

Spanish, British} French and American colonial

ism and imperialism, and then by globalization)

through the production of material wealth and in

dustry and the expansion of trade routes and com

modities. It also contributed to an appreciation of

how contemporary island societies constructed

diverse and creative strategies for surviving and

indeed thriving - particularly evident in the liter

ary, visual and performance arts. Nevertheless, the

stark differences in terms of the histories ofslavery

and creolization in the Caribbean, and the indige

nous approach to Pacific identity remained a point

of constant reflection and debate.

While the grouping together of island regions as

Small Island Developing States (SillS) has im

mense benefits, cross-regional strategies are some

times best realized when the diversities within and

between oceanic cultures are also well understood.

To my understanding, the grouping of SillS is

based on geographiC and economic factors. These

are articulated in terms of similarities} specifically

the smallness, dependency and limited nature of is

land economies and land bases. In short} the group

ing is based on a terrestrially centred perspective,

rather then an ocean·based one in which small

islands are understood in terms of what they lack.

Pacific scholar Professor Epeli Hau'ofa has long

critiqued this disabling view, describing Oceania6

as a 'sea of islands' rather then 'islands in a far sea'

(1993), emphasizing a heritage that is unique and

cultural, and for many, 'of' the ocean (2000).

Given UNESCO's push for the integration of

cultural strengths into development policy} it is

necessary to articulate specifics in terms of how

island peoples and cultures are similar and differ

ent within the diverse regions} in order to produce

effective policies on culture that will be useful

across such varied areas. Diversity cannot merely

be pronounced as valuedj scholars} practitioners

and policy~makersalike must have a grasp ofwhat

diversity looks like on the ground (or in the sea).

Furthermore, there seems to be an urgent need to

re·imagine the ways in which we just accept our

economies and islands as small and dependent.

The next section focuses on the Oceania Centre for

Arts and Culture in Fiji, the development ofwhich

brings together the significance of dance and per

forming arts in the islands with the context of con

straint in which SillS are assumed to operate.

The Oceania Centre for Arts
and Culture

Belittlemwt iJl WIJ(ltel'er guise, ifi/'ltel'llalisedfor

10llg, alld trallsmitted across gelleratioJls} could lead

to /IIoral paralysis alld hence to apathy.

Hau'ofa, 1993,6

Choreographing Oceania •

The Oceania Centre for Arts and Culture was cre

ated in 1997 on a small hill near the west entrance

of the University of the South Pacific's Laucala

campus in Suva. Like the University of the West

Indies on which it was modelled} the University

of the South Pacific (USp) is a multi-national

university owned by the countries of the Cook

Islands} Fiji} Kiribati) the Marshall Islands, Nauru}

Niue} Samoa} the Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Ton

ga} Tuvalu and Vanuatu. The main campus in Suva

educates the largest number ofPacific Islander stu

dents in the region and satellite centres in member

countries provide extension services for an even

larger number of students. The university is also

funded by overseas aid} primarily from Australia,

New Zealand and Japan. One of its goals has al

ways been to train students in areas important for

filling the civil service ranks of its member states

and it offers programmes in education, business,

accounting) management) communications} the

natural sciences, development} sociology, English,

literature, law, history and politics. Disciplines

like anthropology, cultural studies or the arts have

traditionally not been considered as pragmatic

or as urgent as the technical training required to

run developing states. Unlike UWl, which has

Significant strengths in Caribbean Studies, USP's

institute of Pacific Studies was not converted into

a teaching,programme until 2006.

The Oceania Centre's founder} Epeli Hau'ofa, ,vas

a trained anthropologist who never worked in an

anthropology department. In the South Pacific,

as many islander scholars joke, culture was not

something one studied in a university. In the early
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1980s, Hau'ofa wrote Tales oJthe Tikollgs (1983),

a critique of the questionable direction in which

he thought independent island nations were

heading. This took the form of a satire in which

the institutions and forces of native government,

the church) tradition) colonialism, aid and devel

opment were skilfully mocked. One of Hau'foa's

central characters) aptly named Ole Pasi..fikiwei

(Old Pacific Way), symbolized the vast array of

creative survival strategies that islanders had de

veloped over centuries) now hastily discarded for

money and shortcuts to Western~styleprogress.

The University of the South Pacific had never

had or desired an anthropology department)

so Hau'ofa eventually found himself teaching a

'practical' social science that took for granted the

smallness) isolation and dependence of Pacific is

lands. In Our Sea of Islands he wrote of his origi

nal stance on this negative characterization:

Initially I agreed "'/lOleheartedly lVith this

perspcctivc) and I participatcd activc0' i/I its

propagation It sccmed to he hased 011 irrefutahlc

evidellce) 011 the reality Dfollr e.yistwce [ ... ]

'TIle IlOpcdjor era Dfautono//JYjDIIOltlillgpolitical

illdepcJldcllce did not materializc [ ... ]

Hau'ofa, 1993,4

Hau'ofa became Head of the School of Social

and Economic Development at USP and his ini

tial acceptance of this fatalistic approach to small

island nations transformed after he began to pay

attention to the reactions of his students. He

wrote) 'Their faces crumbled visibly, they asked
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for solutions, I could offer none' (ibid, 5), He

began to ask himself,

What kind oftcaching is it to stand infrontof

yOllng peoplefrom YOllr 01(1/'/ regioll) peoplc) yOll

clai//J as yDII OWII) 1t/11O hove come tD u/liversity

with high hopesfor thefuture) andyou tell thcm

tl/{lt D//r COlin tries arc hopeless? Is this /lot Itllwt

neocolonialism is avollt? To //Jake people velieve

that they have /10 choice Vllt to depend?

ibid

Throughout his essay, Hau'ofa reimagines the

Pacific not as small isolated islands, but as a sea

of islands in a vast and ever-expanding Oceania.

He cites indigenous cosmologies which include

worlds far above) beyond and below the surface

of land and sea as evidence of a vast and ever ex

panding indigenous worldview) boldly displayed

in Pacific oral) visual and performing arts. The

worldview was ever expanding) that is) until is

landers arrived in universities to be told that their

islands and cultures were small and dependent.

Hau'ofa declared that 'Smallness is a state of mind'

(ibid, 7) and his essay moved beyond the individ

uality of islands to a perspective in which things

were seen in terms of the totality of their relation

ships (ibid), He imagined Pacific cultures at their

most positive and impressive) where contempo

rary travels and migration marked an expansion

that had long been the mode of islander survival.

If the world of Oceania today did not always in~

elude the heavens and the underworld) it did now

include cities in Australia) New Zealand) Canada

and the US) where large numbers of Polynesians,

in particular) now reside. Ihe piece became stich

a work of discussion that USP published a series

of nineteen responses in 1993 that examined OLir

Sea ofIslands from every conceivable angle. What

was needed next, however, was a concrete mani~

festation ofHau'ofa's ideas.

As early as 1985) Epeli Hau'ofa had petitioned

the Vice Chancellor of USP for a building that

'creative people could call home' (pers. comm.,

2003). lhis was viewed as a request for some kind

of 'Bohemia' and denied but Hau'ofa kept the

concept in mind. When other ideas surfaced for a

formal programme in Pacific Arts) Hau'ofa resist

ed, knowing that such a space would not be au

tonomous iflinked to academics. While a success

ful writer, he felt that writing was a personal and

solitary activity tied too much to the self or ego.

Moreover) writing) at least on paper, was not a fea

ture of Oceanic culture and he wanted to support

forms of expression that were 'our own' (ibid).

His aim was to create a space for collaboration

and for the production of creative arts amongst an

Oceanic community of artists.

The Oceania Centre was launched in February

1997 with just the kind of freedom Hau'ofa had

envisaged. No overall plan or specific programme

of action existed until 2001. He was given a small

building and a modest budget for the director) an

assistant and a part-time cleaner. There was no

formal teaching programme and the Centre was

thus autonomous but, initially) marginal to the

university (Oceania Centre) 2001: 1).
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What began as four small rooms and a veranda to

day comprises three offices, a metal workshop, an

open~air painting and carving studio) a recording

studio) an exhibition space) and an outdoor per

formance area. Permanent staff include a director,

an administrative assistant) a cleaner) a sculptor) a

choreographer and a composer. In addition, the

community ofartists now includes a large number

of painters) wood carvers) musicians, sound mix

ers) part-time musicians, and a growing number

of male and female dancers. In any given year) the

Centre runs public art and dance workshops) puts

on several exhibitions, dance and theatre produc

tions in Fiji and overseas, and hosts visiting artists

and choreographers from across the region.

Dancers at the Oceania Dance Theatre are ex

posed to choreography from a wide variety of Pa~

ciIic genres which they then blend under the di~

rection of Samoan director Allan Ala. They strive

to produce something that transcends national

boundaries while acknowledging specific choreo

graphic cultures. The goals have always been to

create something 'of Oceania:

When the dance programme began in 1998 it re~

lied on the abilities ofexisting performers in Suva)

many ofwhom like myselfhad danced in the tour

ism indust~y and had some training in ballet and

modern dance. I eventually became a founding

member of the Oceania Dance Theatre collabo

rating with Alo on two productions: The Boiling

Ocean I and The Boiling Ocean II (2000a and b).

In the early 2000s, we struggled to attract versatile

dancers due to a lack of formal training. Today,
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however, young people with dance potential are

trained at the Centre and the programme has be

come higWy disciplined. Dance productions are

supported by all resident artists including visual

artists and musicians, all of whom contribute to

the final product.ion.

However} certain dance movements involving

the broad extension of the limbs can prove dif

ficult for young people in the Pacific to perform.

This is a result less of physical than of cultural

constraints. The problem is one of progressing

beyond traditional forms of choreography that in

most islands prescribe restricted movement for

women, and a more vigorous but still limited rep

ertoire for men. The region below the waist is par

ticularly taboo, and outside Trobriand, Tahitian,

Hawaiian and Cook Island dance, certain pelvic

movements are only employed in humour or an

ger. Today, the Oceania Centre has carved out a

space for a growing genre of'contemporary Pacific

dance', employing in particular traditionally taboo

movements for women. In the last two years in

Fiji there has also been a rise in the popularity of

'krumping: an energetic dance that developed in

Los Angeles, and is often likened to an ambiguous

notion of'tribal' dance. Krumping appears to map

well on to the bodies of young indigenous Fijian

male dancers with a convergence in the grammar

ofkrump and traditional Fijian choreography.

Contemporary Pacific dance as practised at the

Oceania Centre and increasingly across the is

lands and diaspom, involves an expansion of

the vocabulary of the body, based on either a
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'Western' choreographic or indigenous Pacific

base with elements from across the region wo

ven in. The dancers leap, roll across the floor and

pirouette, yet their movements retain a Pacific

flavour. Contemporary dance often attempts to

transcend pan-ethnic boundaries, working across

the regions of Melanesia, Micronesia and Polyne

sia. It is theoretically and potentially inclusive and

patiently recuperative of undervalued traditions,

while remaining experimental.

Several other dance companies have grown out

of the Oceania Dance Theatre and are now work

ing on their own versions ofcontemporary dance.

Meanwhile, the Dance Theatre's productions reg

ularly express indigenous values concerning the

past, place, human relations and the environment,

while commenting on rising social challenges and

concerns such as domestic violence, the spread of

HIV. and the growing loss of cultural identity.

The Oceania Centre's mission to practise an in

clusive regionalism may still be an impossible and

romantic task, but Hau'ofa has no illusions about

who should participate in such a venture. He knows

that such a vision does not necessarily appeal to ev

eryone in the entire region. 'That's bloody impos·

sible', he said to me in an interview in 2003: 'We're

starting small, \vith a community of like-minded

thinkers and artists.' Moreover, for him, art, at least

today, seems to have a wider-reaching and trans

formative potential lacking in politics and other

more direct forms of activism. There will always

be a larger audience for music and dance then for

reading and writing in the Pacific - a point perhaps

underlined by the way in which audiovisual me

dia (television, video, film and the internet) have

been wholeheartedly embraced by our mainly

oral, embodied and visual cultures. This situation,

however, does not deny the critical and intellec

tual work of many Pacific community leaders,

scholars and artists alike.

In Hau'ofa's thinking the Centre embodies a re

sistance to multiple pressures - ethnic, national

and international - and even at the regional level,

resists the term 'Pacific', which connotes passivity.

'Pacific Island states~ 'South Pacific' and 'Pacific

Community' are also terms Hau'ofa says are used

by'me powers that be: He said to me:

TI,e oceall is 'Wt COllfillillg though hie do Ilappell

to be ill the l1Iiddle ofit somewhere. At the 11I011lel1t

it applies to liS bllt it cart be extel/ded, the idea

[ofasea ofis/al/ds] is to iI/elude other places [. .. ]

bl/t f hesitate to say too 1I111ch a/701/t it as f'I}1! been

accl/sed offalltasizing. [ ... ] When the 'powers

that be' lise the terlll Pacific they l/s/lally refer to the

Pacific Ril1l alld islallders are excluded. Oceania,

the lVord itse!£ lIleal/S the sea.

(ibid)

Hau'ofa finds encouragement in the idea of ex

panding Oceania, its reach encompassing the

whole world - a world 70 per cent covered by

ocean, and whose leaders have hitherto focused

mainly on land-based activities or simply llsed the

ocean as resource. He says, 'The notion of Oceania

cannot be contained. Metaphorically, for creative

purposes, it's tremendolls. For the mind it is a
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liberating concept, the idea of limitlessness [ ... ]

we can at least dream into eternity' (pers. comm.).

He maintains that this in actuality is a practical ex

ercise: creativity is what keeps us alive.

... YOII have lilled long alld til1le has passed

TlIC blizzard added

DOl/'t call the wind that !IJill eany yOIl away

The gul/ coul/scl/ed

Do/'/'t talk to the raill that !l1ilf drOll/II yOIl

AI/d the turtledove col/chided

Do lIot cO/ifille to the fud those 11410 iI/habit the hlOrld.

Dewe Gorodey (1993, xvi)

Policy recommendations

There are many more exciting programmes and

activities in the performing arts occurring across

the Pacific, but the infrastructure for really capital

izing and developing this potential remains loose

and tenuous. The formation of the Pacific Arts

Alliance based in Suva is a move by artists them

selves to organize a regional network and informa

tion hub.7 Elsewhere, I have described the poten

tial of cultural industries in the Pacific in terms of

the economic valuing of culture (Teaiwa, 2007b).

Here I recommend five strategies to enable a more

integrated and regional support base for perform

ing arts development and education in Oceania.

The first is that the Pacific Arts Council under

the Pacific Community be expanded into a sepa

rate regional arts foundation that would provide
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monetary, technical} material and human resources

for the development and support of music) dance,

theatre and multimedia industries. TIlls would be

added to the current line-up oforganizations com

prising the Council of Regional Organization in

the Pacific (CROP). At present, these include the

Pacific Community, the Forum Fisheries Agency

(FFA), the South Pacific Regional Euvironment

Program (SPREP), the South PacificApplied Geo

science Commission (SOPAC)) the Pacific Islands

Development Program (PIDP), the South Pacific

Tourism Organization (SPTO), the University of

the South Pacific (USP), the Fiji School ofMedi

cine, the South Pacific Board for Educational As

sessment (SPBEA) and the Forum Secretariat.

The second is that the oral, visual and performa

tive arts in Oceania be integrated into primary)

secondary and tertiary curricula} drawing on re~

search on the impact of the arts on educational

achievement in and beyond our region. Studies

supported by UNESCO have already made such

recommendations but action is yet to be realized

in most island countries.

Third, that anthropology, archaeology, cultural

studies, dance studies, film and visual studies,

theatre, music, and other oral} visual and perfor~

mance-related studies also be supported as pro

grammes of tertiary study for Pacific Islanders

by the institutions, government bodies and aid

agencies that currently provide scholarships in

the mainly functionalist and state-building areas

of economics, public policy, development stud

ies, business management and the like. AusAID
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scholarships for islanders for study in Australia, for

example, can be expanded to cover these fields.

Fourth} that governments prioritize and explicitly

fund the arts in their annual budgets, not just in

terms of supporting troupes to participate in re·

gional festivals, but iu the buildiug and staffing of

institutions dedicated to the cultural industries.

The rationale for this should be based on a sense

of nation-building embedded in traditional and

contemporary cultures. The Vanuatu Cultural

Centre is a shining example of this.

Finally, it is imperative that SIDS devise specific

strategies for exchanging knowledge between their

islands} especially between the Pacific, Caribbean

and Indian ocean groups. By this I mean that SIDS

be approached not just as islands with similar eco

nomic and geographic limitations} but rather that

SIDS learn from each other, support each other,

and trade directly with each other in terms of cre

ative strategies, materials and ideas. Within curricu

la this could be imagined as island children learning

the histories of each others' countries rather than

history primarily in terms of national or Western

civilization. This approach to regional learning can

take place at primary} secondary and tertiary levels.

Exchanges that took place between island regions

at the 2007 African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP)

festival in the Dominican Republic, and work un

dertaken through the Islands ofGlobalization Proj

ect} represent initial attempts in this field.

Implementing all of this necessitates a long

term approach, but inter-regional dialogue is a

productive place to start. At the Seychelles meet

ing at which this chapter was first presented in

2007, I proposed a methodological question to

the forum: If you were to choreograph a dance

representing the Small Island Developing States,

what would it look like?
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